Expression of the NK-TR gene is required for NK-like activity in human T cells.
NK cells lyse target cells without previous immune sensitization. A small subset of T cells also exhibits NK-like activity, which is distinct from TCR-mediated, MHC-restricted, and MHC-unrestricted cytotoxicity. We recently cloned a gene, NK-TR, which is postulated to be part of the NK target-recognition/triggering complex. To determine whether the NK-TR gene product is requisite for NK-like killing, stable antisense transfectants were generated by using a human T cell clone with NK-like activity. Two distinct antisense regions of the sequence were used to generate the transfectants alpha NK-TR and alpha Cyclo. Transfectants lost the ability to lyse NK-sensitive targets but did not lose lectin-mediated cytotoxic activity. This effect was not seen with the control vector transfectant cell line. The loss of NK-like activity by the antisense transfectant alpha NK-TR correlated with the specific decrease in endogenous NK-TR mRNA and protein. These results demonstrate the requirement for the NK-TR protein for NK-like killing. Moreover, the results have important implications for examining developmental relationship between T and NK cells and the possible roles for T cells with NK-like activity in vivo.